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Plane waves with negative phase velocity in Faraday chiral mediums
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The propagation of plane waves in a Faraday chiral medium is investigated. Conditions for the phase
velocity to be directed opposite to the direction of power flow are derived for propagation in an arbitrary
direction; simplified conditions which apply to propagation parallel to the distinguished axis are also estab-
lished. These negative phase-velocity conditions are explored numerically using a representative Faraday chiral
medium, arising from the homogenization of an isotropic chiral medium and a magnetically biased ferrite. It is
demonstrated that the phase velocity may be directed opposite to power flow, provided that the gyrotropic
parameter of the ferrite component medium is sufficiently large compared with the corresponding nongyrotro-
pic permeability parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Homogeneous mediums which support the propagatio
waves with phase velocity directed opposite to the direct
of power flow have attracted much attention lately@1–3#.
The archetypal example of such a medium is the isotro
dielectric-magnetic medium with simultaneously negat
real permittivity and negative real permeability scalars,
first described Veselago in the late 1960s@4#. A range of
exotic and potentially useful electromagnetic phenomeno
such as negative refraction, inverse Doppler shift, and
verse C̆erenkov radiation, were predicted for this type
medium@3,4#. Recent experimental studies involving the m
crowave illumination of certain composite metamateri
@5,6#—which followed on from earlier works of Pendryet al.
@7,8#—are supportive of Veselago’s predictions and ha
prompted an intensification of interest in this area. In parti
lar, a general condition—applicable to dissipative isotro
dielectric-magnetic mediums—has been derived for
phase velocity to be directed opposite to power flow@9#, and
this condition shows that the real parts of both the permit
ity and the permeability scalars do not have to be negati

A consensus has yet to be reached on terminology. Fo
present purposes, a medium supporting wave propaga
with phase velocity directed opposite to power flow is m
aptly referred to as anegative phase-velocitymedium. How-
ever, the reader is alerted that alternative terms, such as
handed material@3#, backward medium @10#, double-
negative medium@1#, and negative-index medium@11#, are
also in circulation. A discussion of this issue is availab
elsewhere@12#.

The scope for the phase velocity to be directed opposit
power flow may be greatly extended by considering noni
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tropic mediums, as has been indicated by consideration
uniaxial dielectric-magnetic mediums@10,13,14#. The focus
of the present paper is the propagation of negative ph
velocity plane waves in Faraday chiral mediums~FCMs!
@15,16#. These mediums combine natural optical activity—
exhibited by isotropic chiral mediums@17#—with Faraday
rotation—as exhibited by gyrotropic mediums@18–20#. A
FCM may be theoretically conceptualized as a homogeni
composite medium~HCM! arising from the blending to-
gether of an isotropic chiral medium with either a magne
cally biased ferrite@21# or a magnetically biased plasma@22#.
The HCM component mediums are envisioned as rand
particulate distributions. The homogenization process is
tified, provided that the particulate length scales in the m
ture of components are small compared with electromagn
wavelengths. A vast literature on the estimation of const
tive parameters of HCMs exists; see Refs.@23,24#, for ex-
ample. The constitutive relations of FCMs have been rig
ously established for some time@16#, although inappropriate
use still occurs@25#.

In the following sections, wave numbers and correspo
ing electric field phasors are delineated from eigenval
vector analysis for plane-wave propagation in an arbitr
direction. Simplified expressions for these quantities are
rived for propagation parallel to the biasing~quasi!-
magnetostatic field~ @19#, p. 71!. A general condition for the
phase velocity to be directed opposite to power flow is
tablished. The theoretical analysis is illustrated by means
representative numerical example: the constitutive par
eters of FCMs arising from a specific homogenization s
nario are estimated and then used to explore the wave pr
gation characteristics.

As regards notation, vectors are underlined wher
dyadics are double underlined. All electromagnetic fie
phasors and constitutive parameters depend implicitly
the circular frequencyv of the electromagnetic field. Uni
vectors are denoted by the superscriptˆ symbol, while
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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I=5xÎ xÎ 1yÎ yÎ 1zÎzÎ is the identity dyadic. The complex conju
gate of a quantityq is written asq* ; the real part ofq is
written as Re$q%. The free-space~i.e., vacuum! wave num-
ber is denoted byk05vAe0m0, wheree0 and m0 are the
permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively, a
h05Am0 /e0 represents the intrinsic impedance of fr
space.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Preliminaries

The propagation of plane waves with field phasors

EI ~rI !5EI 0exp~ ik0k̃uÎ •rI !,

HI ~rI !5HI 0exp~ ik0k̃uÎ •rI ! ~1!

in a FCM is considered. Such a medium is characterized
the frequency-domain constitutive relations@16#

DI ~rI !5e= •EI ~rI !1j= •HI ~rI !,

BI ~rI !52j= •EI ~rI !1m= •HI ~rI !, ~2!

with constitutive dyadics

e=5e0@eI=2 i egzÎ3I=1~ez2e!zÎzÎ #,

j=5 iAe0m0@jI=2 i jgzÎ3I=1~jz2j!zÎzÎ #,

m= 5m0@mI=2 imgzÎ3I=1~mz2m!zÎzÎ #. ~3!

Thus, the distinguished axis of the FCM is chosen to be
z axis. For FCMs which arise as HCMs, the gyrotropic p
rameterseg , jg , and mg , in Eq. ~3! develop due to the
gyrotropic properties of the ferrite or plasma component m
diums. Parenthetically, it is remarked that more gene
FCMs can develop through the homogenization of com
nent mediums based on nonspherical particulate geome
@22,26#.

In general, the relative wave numberk̃ in Eq. ~1! is com-
plex valued, i.e.,

k̃5 k̃R1 i k̃ I ~ k̃R ,k̃IPR!. ~4!

It may be calculated from the plane-wave dispersion rela

det@L= ~ ik0k̃uÎ !#50, ~5!

which arises from the vector Helmholtz equation

L= ~“ !•EI ~rI !50I , ~6!

wherein

L= ~“ !5~“3I=1 ivj= !•m= 21
•~“3I=1 ivj= !2v2e= . ~7!

Of particular interest is the orientation of the phase vel
ity, as specified by the direction ofk̃RuÎ , relative to the direc-
tion of power flow given by the time-averaged Poynting ve
02660
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tor PI (rI )5 1
2 Re@EI (rI )3HI * (rI )#. The combination of the

constitutive relations~2! with the source-free Maxwell cur
postulates

“3EI ~rI !5 ivBI ~rI !,

“3HI ~rI !52 ivDI ~rI ! ~8!

yields

PI ~rI !5 1
2 exp~22k0k̃IuÎ •rI !

3Re$EI 03@~m= 21!* •~Ae0m0k̃* uÎ 3EI 0* 1j= * •EI 0* !#%
~9!

for plane waves~1!.
In the remainder of this section, the quantityk̃RuÎ •PI (rI ) is

derived for plane-wave propagation in an arbitrary directio
without loss of generality,uÎ is taken to lie in thexz plane
~i.e., uÎ 5xÎ sinu1zÎ cosu). Further manipulations reveal th

simple form k̃RuÎ •PI (rI ) adopts for propagation along th
FCM distinguished axis~i.e., uÎ 5zÎ ).

B. Propagation in the xz plane

For uÎ 5xÎ sinu1zÎcosu, the dispersion relation~5! may be
represented by the quartic polynomial

a4k̃41a3k̃31a2k̃21a1k̃1a050, ~10!

with coefficients

a45~e sin2u1ezcos2u!~m sin2u1mzcos2u!

2~j sin2u1jzcos2u!2, ~11!

a352 cosu$sin2u@mg~ejz2ezj!1eg~mjz2mzj!

1jg~mez1emz22jjg!#12 cos2ujg~ezmz2jz
2!%,

~12!

a25sin2u$mmz~eg
22e2!1~j21jg

2!~mez1emz!

22j@jz~jg
22j2!1mgezjg#22eg@jz~mgj2mjg!

1mzjjg#2e@ez~m22mg
2!12jz~mj2mgjg!#%

12cos2u~ezmz2jz
2!~3jg

22j22egmg2em!, ~13!

a154 cosu~ezmz2jz
2!@j~egm1emg!

1jg~jg
22j22em2egmg!#, ~14!

a05~ezmz2jz
2!@~e22eg

2!~m22mg
2!1~jg

22j2!2

22~jg
21j2!~em1egmg!14jjg~emg1meg!#.

~15!

Hence, four relative wave numbersk̃5k i , k i i , k i i i , andk iv
may be extracted—either algebraically or numerically@27#—
as the roots of Eq.~10!.
2-2
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Upon substitutinguÎ 5xÎ sinu1zÎ cosu into Eq. ~9! and
combining with Eq.~3!, the component ofPI (rI ) aligned with
uÎ emerges straightforwardly as

uÎ •PI ~rI !5
1

2h0
exp~22k0k̃IuÎ •rI !

3ReH 1

mz*
~ k̃* sinuuE0yu22 i jz* E0yE0z* !sinu

1
1

~m* !22~mg* !2
†k̃* „@m* ~ uE0xu21uE0yu2!

1 img* ~E0xE0y* 2E0yE0x* !# cos2u1m* uE0zu2sin2u

2@m* ~E0zE0x* 1E0xE0z* !1 img* ~E0zE0y*

2E0yE0z* !# sinu cosu…1~m* jg* 2mg* j* !@~ uE0xu2

1uE0yu2!cosu2E0zE0x* sinu #2 i ~m* j* 2mg* jg* !

3@~E0xE0y* 2E0x* E0y!cosu2E0zE0y* sinu#‡J , ~16!

wherein (E0x ,E0y ,E0z)5EI 0 .
Let the quantity

w52h0exp~2k0k̃IuÎ •rI !uE0yu22k̃RuÎ •PI ~rI ! ~17!

be introduced such that the fulfillment of the negative pha
velocity condition

k̃RuÎ •PI ~rI !,0 ~18!

is signaled byw,0.
Substitution of Eq.~16! in Eq. ~17! yields the expression

w5 k̃RReH 1

mz*
~ k̃* sinu2 i jz* b* !sinu1

1

~m* !22~mg* !2

3†k̃* „@m* ~ uau211!1 img* ~a2a* !#cos2u1m* ubu2

3sin2u2@m* ~a* b1ab* !1 img* ~b2b* !#sinu cosu…

1~m* jg* 2mg* j* !@~ uau211!cosu2a* b sinu#

2 i ~m* j* 2mg* jg* !@~a2a* ! cosu2b sinu#‡J . ~19!

The ratios of electric field components

a5E0x /E0y ,

b5E0z /E0y ~20!

in Eq. ~19! are derived as follows. As a function ofu, the
dyadic operatorL= of Eq. ~7! has the form
02660
-

L= 5 ik0$@L= #11xÎ xÎ 1@L= #22yÎ yÎ 1@L= #33zÎzÎ1@L= #12~xÎ yÎ 2yÎ xÎ !

1@L= #13~xÎ zÎ1zÎxÎ !1@L= #23~yÎ zÎ2zÎyÎ !%, ~21!

with components

@L= #115e1
2mgjG2m~j21G2!

m22mg
2

, ~22!

@L= #225e2
k̃2sin2u

mz
1

2mgjG2m~j21G2!

m22mg
2

, ~23!

@L= #335ez2
jz

2

mz
2

m k̃2sin2u

m22mg
2

, ~24!

@L= #125 i S eg1
mg~j21G2!22mjG

m22mg
2 D , ~25!

@L= #135
mG2mgj

m22mg
2

k̃sinu, ~26!

@L= #235 i S mgG2mj

m22mg
2

2
jz

mz
D k̃sinu, ~27!

whereG5jg1 k̃cosu. It follows from the vector Helmholtz
equation~6! that

a5
@L= #12@L= #331@L= #13@L= #23

@L= #13@L= #132@L= #11@L= #33
,

b5
@L= #12@L= #232@L= #13@L= #22

@L= #13@L= #231@L= #12@L= #33
. ~28!

C. Propagation along thez axis

The results of the preceding analysis simplify consid
ably for plane-wave propagation along thez axis ~i.e., u50!.
The quartic dispersion relation~10! yields the four relative
wave numbers

k i5Ae1egAm1mg2j2jg ,

k i i 52Ae1egAm1mg2j2j,

k i i i 5Ae2egAm2mg1j2jg ,

k iv52Ae2egAm2mg1j2jg , ~29!

and Eq.~19! reduces to
2-3
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w5 k̃RReH ~ uau211!~ k̃* m* 2mg* j* 1m* jg* !1 i ~a2a* !~ k̃* mg* 2m* j* 1mg* jg* !

~m* !22~mg* !2 J . ~30!
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Since the dyadic operator components@L= #13 and @L= #23 are
null valued foru50, the electric field ratios are given as

a52@L= #12/@L= #11,

b50. ~31!

Note that a further consequence of@L= #135@L= #2350 is that
the time-averaged Poynting vector is parallel to thez axis.

By substituting Eq.~29! into Eqs.~22! and~25!, the ratio
a emerges as

a5H i for k̃5k i ,k i i

2 i for k̃5k i i i ,k iv .
~32!

Hence, negative phase-velocity propagation along thez axis
occurs, providedw,0, where

w5wi52 Re$Ae1egAm1mg2j2jg%

3ReH Ae* 1eg*

Am* 1mg*
J for k̃5k i , ~33!

w5wii 52 Re$Ae1egAm1mg1j1jg%

3ReH Ae* 1eg*

Am* 1mg*
J for k̃5k i i , ~34!

w5wiii 52 Re$Ae2egAm2mg1j2jg%

3ReH Ae* 2eg*

Am* 2mg*
J for k̃5k i i i , ~35!

w5wiv52 Re$Ae2egAm2mg2j1jg%

3ReH Ae* 2eg*

Am* 2mg*
J for k̃5k iv . ~36!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to further examine the negative phase-veloc
conditions derived in Secs. II B and II C, let us conside
FCM produced by mixing~a! an isotropic chiral medium
described by the constitutive relations@17#

DI 5e0eaEI 1 iAe0m0jaHI ,

BI 52 iAe0m0jaEI 1m0maHI , ~37!

and~b! a magnetically biased ferrite described by the con
tutive relations~@19#, Chap. 7!
02660
y
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DI 5e0ebEI ,

BI 5m0@mbI=2 img
bzÎ3I=1~mz

b2mb!zÎzÎ #•HI . ~38!

Both component mediums are envisioned as random di
butions of electrically small, spherical particles. The resu
ing HCM is a FCM characterized by the constitutive dyad

e=HCM5e0@eHCMI=2 i eg
HCMzÎ3I=1~ez

HCM2eHCM!zÎzÎ #,

j=HCM5 iAe0m0@jHCMI=2 i jg
HCMzÎ3I=1~jz

HCM2jHCM!zÎzÎ #,

m= HCM5m0@mHCMI=2 img
HCMzÎ3I=1~mz

HCM2mHCM!zÎzÎ #.
~39!

Incidentally, a FCM with constitutive dyadics of the form
~39! may also be developed via the homogenization of
isotropic chiral medium and a magnetically biased plas
@22#.

The constitutive dyadicse=HCM, j=HCM, andm= HCM are es-
timated using the Bruggeman homogenization formalism
a representative example. Comprehensive details of
Bruggeman formalism@28,24# and its implementation in the
context of FCMs@21,22,29# are available elsewhere. Ini
tially, we restrict our attention to nondissipative FCMs; t
influence of dissipation is considered later in this section

A. Nondissipative FCMs

The parameter values selected for nondissipative com
nent mediums are as follows:

ea53.2, ja52.4, ma52; eb52.2,

mb53.5, mz
b51, mg

bP@0,4#.

The permeability parameters for component mediumb may
be viewed in terms of the semiclassical ferrite model as

mb511
v0vm

v0
22v2

,

mg
b5

vvm

v0
22v2

,

mz
b51, ~40!

whereinv0 is the Larmor precessional frequency of spinni
electrons andvm is the saturated magnetization frequen
@18,19#. Thus, the parameter valuesmb53.5 andmg

bP@0,4#
correspond to the relative frequency range (v0 /v)
P@0.625,̀ ).

Let f a denote the volume fraction of the isotropic chir
component mediuma. In Fig. 1, the estimated constitutiv
parameters of the HCM are plotted as functions off a for
2-4
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mg
b54. The uniaxial and gyrotropic characteristics of a FC

are clearly reflected by the constituents of the permeab
dyadicm= HCM and the magnetoelectric dyadicj=HCM. In con-
trast, the HCM is close to being isotropic with respect to
dielectric properties. Significantly, eight of the nine scal
appearing in Eq.~39! are positive, whileeg

HCM is negative
only for f a,0.32; however,ueg

HCMu!ueHCMu and ueg
HCMu

!uez
HCMu for all values off aP@0,1#.

The permeability parametersmHCM and mg
HCM are equal

at f a'0.25, it being clear from the right-hand side of E
~19! that this equality has an important bearing on the sta
ity of w. Further calculations withmg

b52 andmg
b53 have

confirmed thatmHCMÞmg
HCM for all volume fractionsf a

P@0,1#. This matter is pursued in Fig. 2 where the estima
constitutive parameters of the HCM are graphed as funct

FIG. 1. Bruggeman estimates ofe=HCM, j=HCM, and m= HCM as
functions of f a when ea53.2, ja52.4, ma52, eb52.2, mb53.5,
mz

b51, andmg
b54.
02660
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of mg
b for f a50.35. The HCM gyrotropic parametersjg

HCM

andmg
HCM are observed to increase steadily asmg

b increases;
eg

HCM , jg
HCM , andmg

HCM all vanish in the limitmg
b→0. Also,

asmg
b increases, the degree of uniaxiality~with respect to the

z axis! increases forj=HCM but decreases form= HCM.
The relative wave numbersk̃5k i 2 iv for propagation

along thez axis, as specified in Eq.~29!, are displayed in Fig.
3 as functions off a , for mg

b52,3, and 4. The relative wave
numbersk i.0 andk i i ,0 for all f aP@0,1# for mg

b52,3, and
4. Similarly, for mg

b52 and 3, the relative numbersk i i i .0
andk iv,0.

However, the equalitymHCM5mg
HCM , which occurs at

f a'0.25 formg
b54, results ink i i i andk iv acquiring nonzero

FIG. 2. Bruggeman estimates ofe=HCM, j=HCM, and m= HCM as
functions ofmg

b . The constitutive parameters of the component m
diums are the same as in Fig. 1, but withmg

bP@0,4# and f a

50.35.
2-5
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FIG. 3. Calculated values of the relative wave numbersk i 2 iv as functions off a when u50 and mg
b52,3, and 4. The constitutive

parameters of the component mediums are:ea53.2, ja52.4, ma52, eb52.2, mb53.5, andmz
b51. k i 2 iv values corresponding tomg

b

52,3, and 4 are represented by the solid lines, dashed lines, and broken dashed lines, respectively. Heavy lines indicate those re
numbers which have nonzero imaginary parts; the real parts of such complex-valued relative wave numbers are plotted.
a

e
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e-

e
the
imaginary parts asf a falls below 0.25 formg
b54. Only the

real parts of these complex-valued relative wave numbers
plotted in Fig. 3.

Observe thatk i , k i i i , andk iv.0 in Fig. 3, whereask i i

,0 in the volume fraction range 0.25, f a,0.42 with mg
b

54. Furthermore,k i , Re$k i i i %, and Re$k iv%.0 while k i i

,0 for f a,0.25 withmg
b54. In the limit f a→0, the relative

wave numbersk i 2 iv→6AebAmb6mg
b ~i.e., the relative

wave numbers of a ferrite biased along thez axis @19#!. Also,
as f a→1, the relative wave numbersk i 2 iv→6Aeama6ja

~i.e., the relative wave numbers of an isotropic chiral m
dium!.

The values ofw corresponding to the relative wave num
bersk i 2 iv of Fig. 3, namely,wi 2 iv , are plotted againstf a in
Fig. 4 for mg

b52,3, and 4. The quantitieswi 2 i i i >0 for all
volume fractionsf aP@0,1# with mg

b52,3, and 4. Thus, for
the relative wave numbersk i 2 i i i , power flows in the same
direction as the phase velocity. This is the case regardles
whether the phase velocity is directed along the positivz
axis ~as in modesk i andk i i i ) or directed along the negativ
z axis ~as in modek i i ). Both wiii andwiv are null valued in
those regions where the corresponding relative wave n
bers k i i i and k iv , respectively, have nonzero imagina
parts. In addition,wiii →` andwiv→2` in the vicinity of
f a50.25 formg

b54.
Significantly, wiv,0 for mg

b54 at volume fractionsf a

P(0.25,0.42) in Fig. 4. This means that the negative pha
velocity condition then holds in the chosen FCM which h
02660
re

-

of

-

e-
s

been conceptualized as a homogenized composite medi
In Fig. 5, the relative wave numbersk i andk i i i for u5p/2

~i.e., propagation along thex axis! are plotted againstf a for
mg

b52,3 and 4. The graphs ofk i i and k iv need not be pre-
sented sincek i52k i i and k i i i 52k iv .1 For all f aP@0,1#
with mg

b52 and 3, the relative wave numbersk i.0 and
k i i i ,0. Similarly, k i.0 for mg

b54. However, whenmg
b54,

it is found thatk i i i ,0 for f a.0.42 butk i i i possesses a non
zero imaginary part and Re$k i i i %50 for f a,0.42. In the
limit f a→0, the relative wave numbersk i 2 iv→
6Aeb/mbA(mb)22(mg

b)2 and 6Aebmz
b ~i.e., the relative

wave numbers of a ferrite biased along thex axis@19#!. Also,
as f a→1, the relative wave numbersk i 2 iv→6Aeama6ja

~i.e., the relative wave numbers of an isotropic chiral m
dium!.

Figure 6 shows the plots ofwi ,i i i corresponding to the
relative wave numbersk i ,i i i of Fig. 5. The graphs ofw
5wii ,iv corresponding to the relative wave numbersk i i ,iv are
not displayed since the equalitieswi5wii andwiii 5wiv hold
for u5p/2—as may be inferred from Eqs.~19!–~28!. The
quantitieswi ,i i i >0 at all volume fractionsf aP@0,1# with
mg

b52,3, and 4. As remarked earlier fork i 2 i i i propagation
along thez axis, here we have that power flows in the sam
direction as the phase velocity, regardless of whether

1Whenu5p/2, the dispersion relation~10! reduces to a quadratic

polynomial in k̃2.
2-6
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FIG. 4. Calculated values ofwi 2 iv as functions off a when u50 and mg
b52,3, and 4. The constitutive parameters of the com

nent mediums are the same as in Fig. 3.wi 2 iv values corresponding tomg
b52,3, and 4 are represented by the solid lines, dashed li

and broken dashed lines, respectively. Heavy lines indicate thosew values that devolve from relative wave numbersk̃ with nonzero
imaginary parts.
FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but for relative wave numbersk i ,i i i

whenu5p/2.
02660
FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but forwi ,i i i whenu5p/2.
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phase velocity is directed along the positivex axis ~modek i)
or along the negativex axis ~modek i i i ). Furthermore, it is
found that wiii 50 in the region where the correspondin
relative wave numberk i i i is purely imaginary~i.e., for f a

,0.42 withmg
b54).

B. Dissipative FCMs

The scope of these numerical investigations is now bro
ened by considering~i! the effects of dissipation or loss an
~ii ! propagation in an arbitrary direction. Let a small amou
of loss be incorporated into component mediumb by select-
ing the constitutive parameters of the component medium

ea53.2, ja52.4, ma52; eb52.21 id, mb53.51 id,

mz
b511 i0.5d, mg

b541 i2d,

where the dissipation parameterdP@0,0.2#. We focus our at-
tention on the region of negative phase-velocity propaga
along thez axis with relative wave numberk iv , as illustrated
by wiv,0 at 0.25, f a,0.42 in Fig. 4.

Real parts of the relative wave numberk iv , calculated at
the volume fractionf a50.35 with d50, 0.1, and 0.2, are
graphed as functions ofu in Fig. 7. The relative wave num
berk iv for the nondissipative FCM~i.e., d50! is real valued
for u,52° but has a nonzero imaginary part foru.52°. The
relative wave numbersk iv for d50.1 and 0.2 have nonzer
imaginary parts for all values ofu. Note that the real part o
k iv falls to zero atu5p/2 in the absence of dissipation~i.e.,
d50!.

Plots of the quantityw5wiv , corresponding to the rela
tive wave numberk iv of Fig. 7, are provided in Fig. 8. The
negative phase-velocity conditionwiv,0 is satisfied~i! for
u,52° whend50, ~ii ! for u,76° whend50.1, and~iii ! for
u,38° whend50.2.

FIG. 7. Real parts of relative wave numbersk iv as functions of
u ~in degrees! for the dissipation parameterd50, 0.1, and 0.2 when
f a50.35. The constitutive parameters of the component medi
are ea53.2, ja52.4, ma52, eb52.21 id, mb53.51 id, mz

b51
1 i0.5d, andmg

b541 i2d. k iv values corresponding tod50, 0.1,
and 0.2 are represented by the solid lines, dashed lines, and b
dashed lines, respectively. The heavy line on the graph ford50
indicates those relative wave numbersk iv which have nonzero
imaginary parts.
02660
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In isotropic dielectric-magnetic mediums, plane wav
can propagate with phase velocity directed opposite to
direction of power flow under certain, rather restrictive, co
ditions @9#. However, the constitutive parameter space as
ciated with anisotropic and bianisotropic mediums provide
wealth of opportunities for observing and exploiting negat
phase-velocity behavior. General conditions are establis
here for the phase velocity to be directed opposite to po
flow for a particular class of bianisotropic mediums, name
Faraday chiral mediums. The theory has been explored
means of a representative example of FCMs, arising from
homogenization of an isotropic chiral medium and a ma
netically biased ferrite. For our representative example,
negative phase-velocity conditions have been found to h
for propagation in arbitrary directions—for both nondissip
tive and dissipative FCMs—provided that the gyrotropic p
rameter of the ferrite component medium is sufficiently lar
compared with the corresponding nongyrotropic permea
ity parameters.

Previous studies@1–13# have emphasized the importanc
of the signs of constitutive~scalar! parameters in establishin
the conditions for negative phase-velocity propagation in
mogeneous mediums.2 In the absence of dissipation, negativ
phase-velocity propagation has been predicted in~i! isotropic
dielectric-magnetic mediums, provided that both the perm
tivity and permeability scalars are negative@3#, and ~ii !
uniaxial dielectric-magnetic mediums when only one of t
four constitutive scalars is negative@10#.

Also, the conditions for negative phase-velocity propag
tion may be fulfilled by dissipative isotropic dielectric
magnetic mediums when only one of the two constitut
scalars has a negative real part@9#. The present study dem

2Parenthetically, negative refraction is also displayed by cer
purely dielectric mediums, but they must be nonhomogene
@30,31#.

s

en

FIG. 8. Calculated values ofwiv as functions ofu ~in degrees!
for the dissipation parameterd50, 0.1, and 0.2 whenf a50.35. The
constitutive parameters of the component mediums are as in Fi
wiv values corresponding tod50, 0.1, and 0.2 are represented b
the solid lines, dashed lines, and broken dashed lines, respect
The heavy line on the graph ford50 indicates thosewiv values
which devolve from relative wave numbersk iv with nonzero imagi-
nary parts.
2-8
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onstrates thatthe condition for negative phase-veloci
propagation can be satisfied by nondissipative FCMs w
constitutive scalars that are all positive. Furthermore, these
conditions continue to be satisfied after the introduction o
small amount of dissipation.

For the particular case of propagation parallel to the f
rite biasing field, the components of the time-averaged Po
ting vector are null valued in directions perpendicular to
propagation direction. In contrast, for general propagat
-

ex
,

.

tt

cs

s

02660
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directions, the time-averaged Poynting vector has nonz
components perpendicular to the direction of propagati
Further studies are required to explore the consequence
the negative phase-velocity conditionk̃RuÎ •PI (rI ),0 for such
general propagation directions.

To conclude, more general bianisotropic mediums, p
ticularly those developed as HCMs based on nonspher
particulate components, offer exciting prospects for futu
studies of negative phase-velocity propagation.
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